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INTRODUCTION 

My name is Shubhra Krisani. I study at Auro-Mira 
Vidya Mandir. I have completed my 10th-grade 
syllabus and am currently revising for my exams. 
My hobby is reading books. I am scheduled to 
take my exams in October 2024, and I am 
regularly attending classes. 

ENGLISH 

We have completed two books from NIOS. Now, 
I am in the revision phase for my exams. I have 
been reading various books like "The Red 
Pyramid" and the "Young Samurai" series by 
Chris Bradford. Additionally, I've explored stories 

of Indian kings and 
queens. In our group 
reading sessions, we 
are currently reading 
"Siddhartha." I 
thoroughly enjoy my 
English class and can 
comprehend the 
meanings while 
reading the stories. Our 
English class covers 
notice writing, letter 
writing, paragraph 
composition, and 
message writing. 

 



HINDI 

I have completed both books from NIOS in Hindi and 
am now revising for my exams. I have learned two 
songs in Hindi, "Gale Mein Jiske Nag Sarpe" and 
"Humain Bharat Kahate Hai." I even sang "Humain 
Bharat Kahate Hai" on the 15th of August. In Hindi 
class, we read stories and study grammar, including 
essays, sentence structure, punctuation, and tenses. 
My handwriting is neat, and I excel in spelling during 
dictation. We also learn Sanskrit, and I feel comfortable 
asking my teacher for clarification when needed. Hindi 
class is something I truly enjoy. 

MATHS 

I have finished the 9th-grade book by RS Agarwal and 
am currently studying the 10th-grade curriculum. In 
class, we have two hours, with the first hour dedicated 
to online lessons. Online classes are beneficial for me 

as they help me revise the topics I've 
already covered. The second hour 
involves studying from the book. So 
far, I've completed four chapters of the 
10th-grade book. I work 
independently, but when I face 
challenges, I seek assistance from my 
teacher. After finishing each chapter, I 
take a test, and if I pass, I move on to 
the next one. Currently, I am studying 
the chapter on triangles, which is 



somewhat challenging for me as I have not encountered similarities before. Despite the 
challenges, I find math enjoyable. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

I have completed both books of NIOS in Social 
Science. Now, as the books are finished, I am revising 
with the NCERT curriculum from Ratna Sagar. We 
engage in question-and-answer sessions and take 
regular tests. If I don't understand a topic, I seek help 
from my teacher. We cover geography, political 
science, and history in Social Science. I have a 
particular interest in history because I love delving into 
the past. Currently, we are studying the First War of 
Independence. In geography, we explore Earth's 
formation and major crops of India. In political 
science, we learn about how the government 
functions, particularly the Union Government. 
Learning Social Science is an enjoyable experience 

for me.  

SCIENCE 

I have completed the NIOS 
course in science and am now 
revising with the Ratna Sagar 
book based on the CBSE board. 
In chemistry, I have completed a 
revision of the 8th-grade book 
and am currently revising the 9th-
grade book. We created a 3D 
periodic table in chemistry. I 



revise and regularly take tests. I find 
calculating the molar mass of a 
substance somewhat challenging. In 
Biology, we have studied the human 
body's different systems, and I 
particularly enjoyed creating the 

muscular 
system. I 
often revise 
Biology in 
my free 

time. 
Drawing 
diagrams 

of neurons 
and the 
heart is 
something I 
like. While 

initially confused during the chapter on classifying living 
organisms, I now have a clear understanding of where 
different organisms belong. In physics, we are currently 
studying the Magnetic Effect of Electric Current. I used to find 
physics difficult, but now I find it manageable. In our science 
class, we have engaged in activities like creating a robot and 
building an ant colony using plaster of Paris. We also solve 
previous year's question papers from NIOS and take tests. 
Whenever I don't understand something, I don't hesitate to ask 
my teacher for clarification. Watching videos related to science 
topics adds to the enjoyment of our science class.   



CELEBRATIONS 

In June, we 
celebrated 

"Rojo." We 
created swings 
and enjoyed 
swinging. On 
July 5th, we 
danced to "Aai 
Giri Nandini" as 
it was our 

school's 
birthday. On 
Teacher's Day, 
I made cards for 
the teachers 
with my 
roommates. We 
also celebrated 

Raksha Bandhan, where I tied Rakhi on all my brothers' hands. On August 15th, we 
celebrated Independence Day. We performed a play on the National Movement, and I 
played the roles of Lord Dalhousie and Lord Mountbatten. The foreign-style speech 
requirement added an amusing twist to the play. During Janmashtami, I participated in a 
Raasleela with my group and played the role of Krishna. On Ganesh Chaturthi, I danced 
with my friends, and we choreographed the steps ourselves. 



ARTS 

In our art class, we've made various artworks, 
including hangings, pots for Janmashtami, and 
flowers. I particularly enjoy drawing birds. We've 
also learned stencil cutting, starting with flowerpots 
and progressing to alphabets. We work with soft 
pastel colours and oil pastels and occasionally draw 
nature as we see it. I'm attentive in class, listening 
to the teacher's guidance. I have a genuine interest 
in art, and we've even decorated boards with 
flowers and leaves. 

COMPUTER 

We have computer class twice a week. In computer 
class, I 

primarily 
focus on 

improving 
my typing 
skills, but 
occasionally 
we work on 
PowerPoint 
presentations. My typing speed has increased 
significantly. I have taken two typing tests, 
achieving 8 words per minute in the first and 10 
words per minute in the second. We have also 

learned the basics of Photoshop, and we have monthly tests to assess our typing speed. 
I'm currently on lesson 11 in Typing Master, and I thoroughly enjoy computer class. 

 



DANCE 

I have a strong passion for dance. On July 5th, we danced to "Aai Giri Nandini," and 
during Janmashtami, I participated in a Raasleela. On Ganesh Chaturthi, I performed a 
dance to "Bappa Re." We are currently working on dance performances for 
"Chandrachood" and another semi-classical piece, "Ambe Maa." While I took some time 
to learn the steps for "Aai Giri Nandini," the Raasleela was relatively easy to grasp within 
3 to 4 days. For "Bappa Re," we created our own steps. Classical dance takes a bit more 
time to learn, and we start our dance sessions with warm-up exercises to prepare our 
bodies. We have also learned Western folk-dance forms. Although I may occasionally get 
confused during performances, I strive to dance gracefully. 

MUSIC 

I learn to play the flute in my music 
class. We have two music classes 
a week where we explore various 
songs and ragas like Raag Megh 
and Hansdhwani. We practice 
songs we've learned from 
Shantanu Bhattacharya, such as 
"Tune Hamko Dil Se Lagayaa" and 
"Sarswati Mata Jai Hai." My 
fingerings on the flute have 
improved, and I can play with the 
tabla. I mostly enjoy playing songs 
on the flute, and I practice new 

ragas or songs on my own when given time by our teacher. I've developed a growing 
interest in playing ragas. 

 



 

SPORTS 

Our sports sessions are at 4:00 PM. We engage in 
activities like running, sometimes along the 
boundaries of the sports ground or uphill. Before 
playing games, we warm up with exercises like the 
German drill, sprints, windmills, and sit-ups. Our 
games include football, basketball, volleyball, and 
frisbee, among others. I've improved my kicking in 
football and my dribbling and shooting skills in 
basketball. In volleyball, I can successfully hit the ball 
when it comes to me, and I can hold the frisbee in 
frisbee games. We also play base-kick, and I've 
enhanced my kicking distance. My running speed has 
also increased. 

SHRAMDAN 

During shramdan, I participate in various activities, including 
kitchen work, toilet cleaning, school cleaning, gardening, 
and hostel cleaning. In the kitchen, I assist with cutting 
vegetables for breakfast and lunch, fetch water for the filter, 
and clean utensils. During toilet cleaning, I take care of 
cleaning the toilets and bathrooms, including the basins and 
sweeping the floor. In the rainy season, I clean moss that 
may grow. In hostel cleaning, I'm responsible for both the 
boys' and girls' hostels. In the boys' hostel, I sweep the 
veranda, clean the dining hall, and tables. In the girls' hostel, 
I sweep and mop the floors, clean the toilets, bathrooms, and 
ensure the filter is maintained. In gardening, we provide 



water and remove weeds. For school cleaning, we 
clean the school's roads and classrooms. 

YOGASAN 

We practice yoga daily at 6:00 AM. Our yoga 
sessions begin with exercises to warm up our 
bodies. We practice various asanas, including 
Halaasan, Vajraasan, and Pashchimutaasan. I've 
become more flexible and improved my stretching 
ability. If I encounter challenges in any asanas, I 
seek assistance from our teacher. We also have 
theory classes alongside our practical sessions, and 
I find practicing yoga enjoyable. 

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

On Tuesdays, we participate in a range of co-
curricular activities, including dance, quizzes, English and Hindi sessions, speech, art, 
music, mathematics, and craft. In dance class, we learn Kathak and Odissi and create 

drawings of various dance forms from India and Western folk dance. In the English and 
Hindi classes, we read stories and narrate them to our teacher. In the art class, we learn 
the techniques of art and shading. Quizzes involve dividing into groups and answering 
questions posed by the teacher. In craft, we are currently working on creating 3D swans, 
and we've also made Rakhis by folding paper. In mathematics, we solve questions from 
the book, and in music class, we play the flute and sing songs. 


